CCSC Power Boat Refresher Training 2021
Introduction
1. Following our disrupted and limited season in 2020, our collective proficiency
at operating the club Ribs will have justifiably taken a bit of a dip; as a result,
our training team has been working hard to develop a package of Rib
refresher opportunities so that all of you engaged in rescue boat driver or
crew duties can approach your roles with confidence. Note, that in short
order, similar driver training will also be offered for Imogen drivers; details to
follow in due course.
What you need, when you need it
2. We have been working hard in the background to train up a team of
experienced power boat operators who will be available to deliver training at
frequent opportunities throughout the season. Additionally, it has been
recognised that everyone will have different skills levels / experience, so we
are able to offer more focused training depending on individual requirements.
3. It is recommended that you identify when your rescue boat duties are and
sign up for a pertinent refresher training activity beforehand, so that, when it
comes to duty time, the day can be approached with the necessary
knowledge and confidence to conduct the duty safely, effectively and with a
relaxed smile!
Choose the package that suits you
4. We will be offering three Rib refresher packages so that everyone can benefit,
irrespective of whether you are regular, experienced rescue team drivers and
crews or recently qualified / new members. Choose your package from the
options below:
Session

SB1
SB2
SB3

Title
CCSC
Rescue
Team
Procedures
CCSC
Procs and
Rhib
Practical
CCSC
procedures
and Safety
Boat
Practical

Type
Evening
Zoom
discussion
– 30 Mins
Evening
Practical –
2 Hours

Content
Remind you what to expect for your rescue duty, and
specific CCSC procedures. It is assumed that you are
familiar with driving Rib but would benefit from a general
discussion about the duty prior to undertaking it.
Include SB1 items plus give you the opportunity to practice
driving the CCSC Ribs to improve skills and confidence.

Afternoon
Practical –
3 Hours

Include all of the above with the addition of specific
practical experience to improve Safety Boat skills including,
MOB retrieval, Capsize recovery, Towing. This session will
be conducted on Saturdays to coincide with Sail 4 All.

How to get on the programme
5. The sign on sheet is based on a Google Spreadsheet programme which can
be accessed by clicking the link Power Boat Refresher Training. From
experience, some of you may find it difficult to access it so please email me,
Tim Eastaugh, directly at stiggins340@gmail.com to either ask for additional
permissions to edit, or to just ask me to edit on your behalf. Tip – Google
sheets have compatibility problems with Amazon devices but work ok with
PCs.
6. The spreadsheet has a master index based on a Calendar with available
training slots for SB1,2,3 (colour coded).

7. At the bottom of the sheet, click on the
month you are after and put your name
and contact email in the slot that you are
requesting (see figure right). It would help
greatly if you could identify at least 2 slots,
so that we can group individuals together
in appropriate proportions.
8. The intention is to for me to transfer
names of the trainer and trainees to the
‘confirmed list’ approximately 2 weeks
prior to the event. This gives me the
chance to group individuals together to
improve training and flexibility.
9. When confirmed, the trainer will contact
you all and confirm details for the training
package.

